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Refocusing our Efforts for 
Justice - ver llegar

Ernest Hemingway described the phrase           
‘ver llegar’ in Death in the Afternoon: 

“the ability to watch the bull come as he 
charges with no thought except to calmly see 
what he is doing and make the moves 
necessary to the maneuver you have in mind.” 
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How White Backlash Controls American ProgressBacklash dynamics are one of the defining patterns of the country’s history.By Lawrence Glickman Atlantic 2020Post Civil War Lawrence Glickman said. White backlash in the United States dates back to at least the period after the Civil War, known as the Reconstruction, when there was"a brief experiment in racial equality and interracial democracy "One of the key elements about the Reconstruction period was how quickly so many whites turned against it and thought it had gone too far and too fast," he said. "I'm talking within one or two years of the close of the Civil War, you began to see this discourse about 'whoa, whoa, we need to slow down here,' when the fact is that racial equality was really only a glimmer at that point.“2022 New York Times In the U.S., Backlash to Civil Rights Era Made Guns a Political Third RailOther countries changed course after massacres. But American political protection for guns is unique, and has become inseparable from conservative credentials.1980s Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Womenby Susan Faludi



As an example inTexas

• Prohibited
• No individual will, on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, 

disability, genetic information, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity or 
any other classification protected by federal, state or local law be excluded from 
participation in, or be denied the benefit of, or be subjected to discrimination under 
any system program or activity.

• Except as required by federal law, a member or member employee must not:
•  establish or maintain a diversity, equity, and inclusion office, or hire or assign an employee or 

contractor to perform diversity, equity, and inclusion functions; or
• compel, require, induce, or solicit any person to provide a statement about diversity, equity, 

and inclusion or give preferential treatment to any person based on the provision of a 
statement about diversity, equity, and inclusion.

• Except as required by federal law, a member or member employee must not require, 
as a condition of enrollment at the member or performing any member function, any 
person to participate in a diversity, equity, and inclusion training that includes a 
training, program, or activity about race, color, ethnicity, gender identity, or sexual 
orientation, unless developed and approved by OGC in accordance with state law.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Texas A&M University interpretation of State Senate Bill 17Education is the greatest equalizer in our nation, and Texas is home to world class and innovative colleges and universities. The decisions we make for higher education today determine our Texas of tomorrow, said Sen. Creighton. “Now that these bills are law, institutes of higher education are better equipped to prepare the next generation of leaders, and keep Texas the economic engine of the nation.”Senate Bill 17 is the most significant ban on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) in higher education in the nation. In recent years, DEI offices have grown in size and influence across college campuses requiring political litmus tests, compelled speech and mandatory diversity statements. Despite hundreds of employees and millions of tax dollars, just here in Texas, DEI offices have failed to make progress advancing or increasing diversity.“With this bold, forward-thinking legislation to eliminate DEI programs, Texas is leading the nation, and ensuring our campuses return to focusing on the strength of diversity and promoting a merit-based approach where individuals are judged on their qualifications, skills, and contributions, said Sen. Creighton. “What sets SB 17 apart from other proposals is that the legislation delivers strong enforcement with mandates to return Texas colleges and universities to their core mission– educate and innovate.”SB 17 will close DEI offices on the campuses of state-funded colleges and universities and put an end to all activities that discriminate against students based on their race, ethnicity, or gender. The bill also prohibits diversity statements for job applicants at Texas universities and mandatory DEI training for any purpose.SB 17 affirms the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Title VII, Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause, and does not affect any student-led organizations.



But exceptions are
• The prohibitions in sections on previous slide do not apply to the following:

• a) Academic course instruction; 
• b) An employee or student’s scholarly research or creative work; 
• c) An activity of a student organization registered with or recognized by a 

member; 
• d) A guest speaker or performer on a short-term engagement; 
• e) Policies, practices, procedures, programs, or activities to enhance student 

academic achievement or postgraduate outcomes without regard to race, sex, 
color, or ethnicity; 

• f) Data collection; or 
• g) Student recruitment or admissions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The so called soften law eliminate some bans for dei work, but them law still has a chilling factor in these areas



What are you dealing with?

• Laws

• Policies

• Attitudes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ask the participants to say some things they are seeing



Two Primary Types of Diversity – 
referring to students
• Structural diversity refers to the numerical and proportional 

representation of students from different racial/ethnic groups 
in the student body (Hurtado, Milem, Clayton- Pedersen, and 
Allen, 1998, 1999). 

• Within the category of diverse interactions, students are 
influenced by the interactions that they have with diverse ideas 
and information as well as by the interactions that they have 
with diverse people.

These two types of diversity are not mutually exclusive. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Author: Beverly Daniel TatumPublish Year: 1997Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?  “The task of resisting our own oppression does not relieve us of the responsibility of acknowledging the complicity in the oppression of others.”



What We Know From the 
DEI Research
• Social inequality exists around the world, along various group 

dimensions (race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, tribe, etc.).
• Positive, proactive strategies increase representation, status, and 

power of historically disadvantaged groups.
• The efficacy of DEI policies to achieve goals is often limited by 

the quality of implementation (e.g., opposition from employees, 
wanting numbers but not true belonging)

• Five factors emerge as indicators that diversity enhances 
organizational performance: (1) attracting and retaining the 
best available human talent, (2) enhanced marketing efforts, (3) 
higher creativity and innovation, (4) better problem solving, and 
(5) more organizational flexibility (Cox, 1993; Cox and Blake, 
1991). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Student Body Racial and Ethnic Composition and Diversity-Related Outcomes in US Medical Schools” Somnath Saha, MD, MPH Gretchen Guiton, PhD Paul F. Wimmers, PhD LuAnn Wilkerson, EdD- Conclusion Student body racial and ethnic diversity within US medical schools is associated with outcomes consistent with the goal of preparing students to meet the needs of a diverse population.Bollinger LC. The need for diversity in higher education. Acad Med. 2003;78(5):431-436 



The Educational Benefits of Diversity from 
Multiple Sectors (Milem, 2003; Smith, 2000; 
Gurin, Nagda & Lopez, 2004)
• Individual benefits ––educational experiences and outcomes 

of individual students are enhanced by the presence of 
diversity on campus. 

• Institutional benefits ––diversity enhances the effectiveness 
of an organization or institution. 

• Societal benefits ––diversity in colleges and universities 
impact quality of life issues in the larger society. 
Examples include the achievement of democratic ideals, the 
development of an educated and involved citizenry, and the 
ways in which groups who are underserved in society are able 
to receive the services that they require. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Michigan Journal of Race & Law, The Compelling Need for Diversity in Higher Education, 5 Mich. J. Race & L. 241 (1999).Diversity in education refers to the inclusion of students from different backgrounds, cultures, and perspectives in the learning environment12345. Diversity in education benefits student success in various ways, such as12345:Improving academic skills like critical thinking, problem-solving, and writing.Enhancing intellectual engagement, self-motivation, citizenship, and cultural engagement.Fostering creativity and communication skills.Challenging stereotypes and combatting prejudice.Encouraging openness and curiosity.Preparing students for a globalized world and a diverse workforce.



Adaptive Strategic Thinking 
• Take time to understand psychology behind the 

resistance or out right opposition to efforts.
• Combine art and discipline of planning, marketing, 

and change management.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rick Mauer only about 30 percent of re-engineering projects succeed23 percent of mergers make back their costs43 percent of quality improvement efforts are worth the effort9 percent of major software applications are worth what you pay for them



Understanding 
Opposition and 
Threats to DEI 
Policies (Lyer, 2022)

• Benefits from the status quo
• Power wielded from advantaged 

groups
• Resource threat–losing access to 

outcomes and opportunities
• Symbolic threat–concern about 

new values, culture, and 
expectations

• Ingroup morality threat–concern 
about the advantaged group’s role 
in perpetuating inequality 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rick Maurer Level 1 – I Don’t Get ItLevel 1 involves information: facts, figures, ideas. It is the world of thinking and rational action. It is the world of presentations, diagrams, and logical arguments. may come from . . .Lack of informationDisagreement with dataLack of exposure to critical informationConfusion over what it meansMany make the mistake of treating all resistance as if it were Level 1. Well-meaning leaders give people more information – hold more meetings, and make more PowerPoint presentations – when, in fact, something completely different is called for. And that’s where Levels 2 and 3 come in.Level 2 – I Don’t Like ItLevel 2 is an emotional reaction to the change. Level 2 runs deep. When it kicks in, we can feel like our very survival is at stake.Level 3 – I Don’t Like YouSo maybe they like you, but they don’t trust you – or don’t have confidence in your leadership. 



“To Overcome Resistance to 
DEI, Understand What’s 
Driving It” (Shuman, Knowles, & 
Goldenberg, 2023-Harvard Business 
Review)
• Psychological Threats––

organizational changes can elicit 
concern about loss of resources 
“status threat”

• Defending when status is 
threatened–defend or justify the 
status quo

• Denial–downplaying inequality or 
bias or that they exist at all 

• Distancing–some willingness to 
acknowledge but choose not to 
engage personally arguing that one 
is unbiased and never benefited 
from discrimination



Ensure you are focused on:
• Nuances of your motives and allies to be honed, recognizing 

all type of constituents, including students, staff, faculty, 
administrators, alumni, recruiters, and donors.

• Intensity and justifications for opposition (cognitive 
misunderstanding, belief in a threat to values or principles, 
emotional ties to an ideology, deeper threats to identity).

Building Allies and 
Understanding Opposition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leading organizational transformationsFebruary 1, 1993 | ArticleBy Steven F. Dichter, Chris Gagnon, and Ashok Alexander“The leader's role is to turn separate initiatives into a balanced, integrated program of change…The chaos of opinion created by hype and buzzwords is doubly unfortunate. Most obviously, if left unresolved, it can easily turn a desire for bold, systemic change into a rag-tag collection of discrete, ad hoc initiatives. Less obviously, but perhaps more troublingly, it can also prevent the kind of meaningful discussion that keeps a management group pulling together toward a common end. The CEO of a company facing transformational change must be, by definition, the driver and facilitator of just this sort of top-level "conversation." Without it, no change program will stay focused, integrated, and in balance. And without balance, integration, and focus, no disjointed set of initiatives will lead to significant performance-enhancing change.”



Crafting Compelling 
Narratives
• Create appropriate published and on-line information 

describing your activities, data, and publications supporting 
approaches and results to provide authenticity for efforts.

• Predict challenges and shape narratives for different audiences 
to affect feelings of worth and satisfaction with efforts to 
prepare.

• Ensure approaches are aligned with challenges to help lessen 
resistance to efforts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data is necessary, especially in engineering , but not compelling.Shaming does not convince most people to give up privilege or power.Shaming someone for their privilege is unlikely to change their politics, psychologists sayPrivilege-shaming often fails to change anyone's mind — and could even be pushing many to the right, experts sayBy MATTHEW ROZSA“Politically speaking, the "privilege" framework for understanding (and rectifying) social ills has its pros and cons. Clearly, privilege is undeniably real and self-evident: there is no other explanation for why those of different gender and racial categories would have different experiences of discrimination (say, women being statistically more likely to be harassed), and different life outcomes (say, the racial wage gap).Yet the way in which privilege is discussed in popular discourse — and often, used to imply someone does not deserve their station in life — abuts deep-rooted myths in American culture regarding being self-made, or regarding the relationship of hard work to success.”



Dancing 
with the 
Bulls

• Enlighten ourselves about racism and the 
benefits of DEI in higher education with data 

• Educate ourselves about various forms of 
privileges including white privilege and white 
supremacy with research

• Take risks and act on and expose racist 
behaviors 

• Engage in difficult dialogues for perspective 
taking on DEI

• Acknowledge that DEI is a white America 
problem

• Break your silence. Speak Up! Speak the truth.
• Come together to reduce distancing and 

examine DEI in our socialization, disciplines, 
and the ivory tower of academia

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From The Ethics of Silence and of Speaking Up – Prsay by Emmanuel TchividjianRemaining silent also can represent a risk. James E. Lukaszewski, APR, Fellow PRSA, believes that in today’s world of overwhelming chatter and information overload, “silence is the most toxic strategy” to reputation and integrity. If we remain silent, someone else will fill the void with more made-up chatter and misinformation. He believes that, “Managing your destiny is up to you.” He advocates a very specific strategy to keep your own record straight.”Rabbi Cutler of Montreal, in an article published by The Canadian Jewish News, suggests we ask ourselves three questions before deciding.“Ecclesiastes teaches that there is ‘a time to be silent and a time to speak.’” However, “Ecclesiastes doesn’t give guidance as to which situations merit which response. Each situation becomes a judgment call. I ask myself:Will my voice make a difference?Does engaging this time mean I will be more, or less effective the next time?How will I see myself in 20 years if I don’t speak up?”As William Faulkner once said, “Never be afraid to raise your voice for honesty and truth and compassion against injustice and lying and greed. If people all over the world … would do this, it would change the earth.”�



Examples

• Institution
• No weight to legacy
• Pay attention to socioeconomic, first generation, who hasn’t had equity

• Top 10% high school rank
• Scholarships for low income, first gen.

• Lessen weight of poor predictors like SAT
• Colleges

• If more than enough look at other factors
• If not enough or poor retention, make it the faculties problem (system).

• Departments
• Make it a pedagogical issue for deep learning
• Challenge the notion that engineers are born rather than made
• Design Anti-Noise approaches to learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let thm think pair and share



What other examples do you have?

Tested and worked Worth a try



Maya 
Angelou….



Helpful Resources to Read

• Gurin, P., Nagda, B. R. A., & Lopez, G. E. (2004). The benefits 
of diversity in education for democratic citizenship. Journal of 
social issues, 60(1), 17-34.

• Hurtado, S. (2007). Linking diversity with the educational and 
civic missions of higher education. The review of higher 
education, 30(2), 185-196.

• Milem, J. F. (2003). The educational benefits of diversity: 
Evidence from multiple sectors. Compelling interest: Examining 
the evidence on racial dynamics in higher education, 126-169.

• Smith, D. G., & Schonfeld, N. B. (2000). The benefits of 
diversity what the research tells us. About campus, 5(5), 16-23.



• Backlash refers to social and economic penalties for 
counterstereotypical behavior (Rudman, 1998). By penalizing 
vanguards (atypical role models), backlash reinforces cultural 
stereotypes as normative rules.

• Chapter four - Reactions to Vanguards: Advances in Backlash Theory
• Author links open overlay panelLaurie A. Rudman *, Corinne A. Moss-

Racusin †, Peter Glick ‡, Julie E. Phelan §

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/B9780123942869000044?via%3Dihub#bb0740
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